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The JeevesTM Thermostat Model 1 is an energy saving programmable thermostat.
Designed for users living with Alzheimer’s disease in their own homes, it replaces low voltage (24V) heat-only manual or programmable thermostats, and will
work in any old or new house — no Wi-Fi required.
Everyday users, whether or not Alzheimer’s disease is present, will find nothing unfamiliar in the
JeevesTM Thermostat.
• A decades-old habitual gesture turns the heat up or down.
• Jeeves prevents most types of mistakes everyday users tend to make. It ignores “fiddling.”
• Jeeves’ embedded smarts tracks what’s happening. It logs both the room’s temperature and the everyday user’s actions.
• Jeeves sends alerts when it detects problems, even if the power has failed.
• Programming Jeeves is simple with CogPro’s user-friendly interface on a computer, tablet, or smart
phone – wirelessly, in the same room, or from the other side of the country.
• If the person responsible for setting the program doesn’t have a computer or doesn’t want the task, a
call to CogPro’s real, live support operator will take care of it.
JeevesTM Thermostat operating logic
• Jeeves runs its programmed time-of-day schedule of settings without actively calling attention to itself.
• Users can turn the heat up or down at any time.
• A user gesture changes the programmed setting one step, up or down. This is a “boost.”
• Jeeves’ display light shows that a boost is ON.
• Until the room reaches the boosted setting, any user gestures are ignored, thus
fiddling is prevented.
• After the boosted room temperature is reached, the display light turns off. If
a user wants it still warmer (or cooler), their gesture can boost it up again
(or down).
• The number of repeated boosts is limited, so that the room won’t
reach unsafe and heat-wasting highs or illness-causing lows. (Anything under 60º F can cause hypothermia, which can lead to illness
and death.)
• Boosted settings are temporary. After 90 minutes, the setting
returns to the temperature programmed for that time of day.
• When it detects problems, the Jeeves hub sends alerts to designated caregivers via text or voice message or email.
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The JeevesTM Thermostat Model 1 system — ready to go, out of the box
• Jeeves thermostat
• Jeeves hub
• installation and setup instructions
• registration and programming information
• the CogPro User Satisfaction Warranty
Jeeves thermostat
Our Jeeves dome measures the room temperature and controls the heating system. The thermostat
meets CSA/UL and FCC electrical standards.
Jeeves hub
• The hub is a sealed module, the real brains of the JeevesTM Thermostat system, with its 48-hour backup
battery.
• This discrete box plugs into a 120V AC outlet elsewhere in the home.
• It establisheds a secure wireless connection to the Jeeves thermostat and to the CogPro support Cloud.
• All user interactions and environmental events are recorded and analyzed by the hub.
• Alerts are relayed to designated caregivers through text or voice messaging or email.
Installation and setup
• Remove the old thermostat and disconnect its wires.
• Replace it with the Jeeves dome thermostat.
• Plug in the Jeeves hub to an outlet in a different room; the setup process will start immediately.
• The hub connects itself to the Jeeves thermostat and to the CogPro Cloud when first plugged in.
• Time zone, time, date, and temperature scale (ºC for locations in Canada, ºF for US) are set in the hub.
• Normal = 21º C/70º F
• EcoSetback (nights) = 18º C/65º F
• Boost (one step up or down) = ±2º C/3 º F
• Between 1 and 3 boosts allowed
• Timed re-set to normal program = 90 minutes
Registration and programming
• Setup starts registration of your thermostat and hub with CogPro. Phone the toll-free support number
to complete your registration and setup.
• User-friendly web browser interface
• Secure log-in for each JeevesTM Thermostat
• Programing controls include settings for:
– normal, EcoSetback, vacation
– daily, weekly (schedule up to 6 changes a day)
– long term (vacation and seasonal settings)
– boost steps (how big, how many)
• add or change phone numbers, email addresses to receive Jeeves’ alerts
• default back-up by CogPro Support

